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T H E I 0 W A 
Here's the Key 
to Open House • • • 
High school students, who are wondering what college has 
to offer and what opportunities it opens to the student, 
will find the answers at Veishea Open House on Fri-
day. 
All departments of the college present on this day displays 
of the work offered and many of them show the kind 
of work their graduates do after leaving college. 
Visit as many of these Open Houses as you can, then go 
back to those that especially interest you. Ask ques-
tions. March into the offices of the staff members and 
talk over your future plans with them. 
Enjoy the entertainments that are a part of the Veishea 
program and get acquainted with the friendly, demo-
cratic spirit on the Iowa State campus. Talk with 
upperclassmen who are enrolled in the kind of courses 
that interest you. 
High school seniors who intend to enroll here should visit 
the Admissions office at 105 Beardshear Hall and fill 
out formal applications for admission. 
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May 4-6, 8:15-"Up Pops the Devil," 
Little Theatre Workshop. 
May 5, 7:30-Ward Formal, Great Hall-
South Ballroom. 
May 6, 8:00-Interfraternity Pledge 
Formal , South Ballroom. 
Ma y 11-13-Veishea. 
May 14-Mothers' Day. 
May 20. 8:00-Theta Delta Chi Formal , 
Country Club. 
8:00-Delta Upsilon and Tau Kappa 
Epsilon Formal , South Ballroom. 
8: 00-Pi Kappa Alpha Formal , house. 
8:00-Phi Gamma Delta Formal , 
house. 
2:00-Home Economics Staff Party 
for Seniors, MacKay. 
May 25, 11:00-Honors Day. 
May 27, 8:00-Pi Kappa Phi Formal, 
Country Club. 
8:00-Sigma Nu Formal, South Ball -
room. 
8:00-Phi Kappa Psi Formal, house. 
May 29-12 o'clock night. 
8:00-Theta Chi, Alpha Tau Omega 
and Delta Sigma Phi Formal, 
South Ballroom. 
i\Iay 30-MEMORIAL DAY, no classes. 
June 2, 1 :00-Final examinations begin 
for Seniors. 
Jun e 3, 8: 00-Sigma Pi Formal, Coun-
try Club. 
8:00-Hughes Hall dance, South Ball-
room. 
June 5-Final examinations begin. 
June 7-Senior class work closes. 
June 9-Senior Prom, Great Hall; 
o'clock night. 
- Finals close. 
June 10-Alumni Day. 
June 11. 10:30-Baccalaureate Sermon. 
4:00-President's Reception , The 
Knoll. 
June 12, 10:00-Commencement. 
.June 14-17-4-H Conference. 
June 30, 8:00-Elissa Landi Lecture, 
Agricultural Hall . 
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We dedicate this 1ssue to 
As we sit at our desks we are surrounded with reams 
of copy, unrecognizable from the intense lines of blue 
pencil; just beyond that is a one-pound box of head-
ache tablets, the economy of a thoughful business man-
ager who strangely resents being the target for well-
flung pieces of office equipment. The journalistic mix-
ture of style books, dummy paper, scissors, zinc plates-
to say nothing of budgets and printer's directions-
have given many an editor insomnia. 
But from.another angle we see new ideas coming to 
life, friendship strengthened through the solution of 
common problems, the thrill of creating and then of 
materializing. Occasionally we are encouraged by a 
letter from a faithful alumna or an interested reader. 
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Our first attempt at making a magazine has taken us 
well into the experimental stage. vVe've had such a 
good time and learned so much that we're breathlessly 
awaiting what the future will bring; meanwhile ~e're 
placing our hopes in the old· adage, "Work enjoyed is 
work well done." 
w·e·ve tried to put a bit of the fun we've found into 
our brain child. \1\Te hope it will bring the pleasure 
that rightly comes with Veishea,<. with summer and 
vacation. 
For those long summer evenings, for idle moments 
of leisure, for an A-1 time-taker-upper we give you 
Guinea Pig No. 1. 
Have FUN with it! - by the editor 
May, I939 
There's Research Lurking 1n Labs 
HEDONISTIC KATHRYN MONSON DISCOVERS 
A SPARKLE IN GRADUATE WORK 
H ERE'S an opportunity to look over the shoulders 
of campus scientists to see what they are disclos-
ing day by day. 
Every woman is curious about the durability of 
well known brands of hose. Imagine the work involved 
in raveling, cutting and washing four numbered tiny 
one-half-inch square samples of silk stockings being 
tested by the Textiles and Clothing Department. 
Most of us have heard whispers of cooking by a 
direct current of electricity applied to the food. The 
patent obtained on this was a premiere in two respects 
on our campus. It was the first of such work by a 
woman and the first in the Home Economics Division. 
Imagine the revolutions in cooking suggested when 
a two-and-one-half pound roast was cooked in 3 min-
utes. A difficulty encountered was that the fat did not 
cook so readily. If you understand your physics you'll 
see that explains why the pleasingly plump girl does 
not shock so easily. 
For monogram fiends, initials can be cooked in 
vegetables as one of our physics professors did with the 
humble potato. Beets, however, didn't conform to the 
usual vegetable reactions to electricity, but spun like 
pin wheels on the Fourth of July. 
With this unique cooking method, canning was 
quite successfully accomplished and milk was pasteur-
ized. It's possible that these experiments here at Iowa 
State College begin a new epoch in fook cookery. 
Maybe you think agricultural engineering is too 
remote to be of interest to a home economics student, 
but a slightly dismantled egg beater was found in use 
on a tiny tractor model which gave it a decided domes-
tic appearance. This model is of a new cross cultivator 
which cultivates east and west as it travels north and 
south. A patent is being obtained on it. 
Experiments have also been made concerning the 
practicability of using rubber tires on farm equipment; 
it has been found that more work can be done with 
smaller equipment. Machines that are developed at 
Iowa State College are placed in commercial produc-
tion as is the case of a one:way terracing machine used 
to overcome erosion when farming hill lands. 
A small tractor in commercial production which 
was developed here is of practical value for use in 
garden cultivation or on very small plots of ground. 
It is just the right size for a woman to use with ease. 
Two graduate students are interviewing housewives 
in a neighboring town for a study of homemaker in-
formation sources. Magazine, radio and back fence 
sources of information are being compared. Questions 
are being asked such as whether people receive more 
homemaker information from commercial or from 
non-commercial sources. Their reception at each door 
is different and they're reported to be learning some 
startling things. 
X-rays in their present state of development have 
been a boon to mankind, and students of physics know 
there is mbre value yet to evolve. One man in the de-
partment has been working with the slightly exploited 
field of soft X-ray. He has made his own research equip-
ment of elaborate blown glass and metal. 
Future classes in zoology may study life processes of 
The I ow a Homemaker 
bugs from a movie film of X-ray pictures, for this X-ray 
is soft enough to show the internal organs of the bug 
photographed. 
Everyone gets excited over the thoughts of travel, 
and research can take you to the world's. far corners. 
For instance, Iowa State was honored by a request to 
send two zoologists representing the United States to 
South America to aid in the grasshopper control pro-
gram. If your interests are with textiles or foods there 
are many countries waiting to be studied. 
How would you like to spend your summer in some 
swamps in northern Iowa? There are many acres of 
swamp which are particularly advantageous for the 
study of plants useful to water fowl. 
Imagine wading in hip boots in an 11,000-acre 
swamp which may contain pairs of the bird you are 
studying. It's a man-size job but a woman in botany is 
doing it. Information is carefully assembled on the 
environment of the plants; unusual photographic shots 
are taken; specimens are collected and mounted in 
her herbarium. She has collected approximately 10,000 
plants. 
A professor in zoology spent last summer gathering 
insects in the Mesa Verde Canyon. He has been work-
ing all winter, studying, mounting and cataloging in-
sects on which no data have ever been gathered. 
In the Chemistry Department research is being done 
on comparative advantages and disadvantages in the 
use of soaps and other washing reagents on various 
fabrics. In the same department another experiment 
is in progress on the use of enzymes. 
Textiles are often sized with starch before weaving. 
In order to dye the fabri c the starch is then removed. 
It may be more satisfactory to hydrolyze this starch 
(Continued on page 20) 
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The Chern E's Invades Home Ec 
JOE MAR TIN STEPS OUT OF HIS FIELD 
TO LAUD A NEW FOOD PRODUCT 
"~ OYBURGER," said the chemical engineers re-
(J cently, when they were asked what was served as 
meat at their all-soybean banquet. And so the menu 
went-soyburger, soybean soup, soybean noodles, soy-
bean butter, a:nd soybean adinfinitum. 
When chemical engineers pretend to take over the 
duties of home economics students majoring in dietet-
ics, it's probably only right that the girls should know 
about it. And that's what these chemical engineers 
were doing when they put on the novel all-soybean 
banquet last month. 
Starting as the first course was soybean soup. There 
are many variations in this recipe, but the one selected 
for the dinner was a cream soup featuring the whole 
bean as the principal constituent. Served with the 
soup as a first course or a side dish was soybean green 
sprout salad. The salad was covered with mayonnaise 
made from soybean oil. The sprouts were of a 5-7 day 
growth, and were raised by our Horticulture Depart-
ment here on the campus. 
Constituting the main course was the meat substi-
tute, soyburger, soybean macaroni, soybean cheese, 
soybean noodles, and baked soybeans with tomato. 
The soyburger is a prepared protein loaf and merely 
requires warming or frying before serving. Soybean 
macaroni and soybean noodles are products on the 
market and are made from soybean flour in the same 
manner that the regular products are made from wheat 
flour. 
The cheese is made from the casein milk material 
extracted from the soybean; this milk is available on 
the market in the form of the liquid or the powder. 
The baked soybeans require little explanation, as their 
preparation is the same as for any other baked bean. 
Served with the main course were . soybean butter, 
made from soybean oil, and soybean bread from soy-
bean flour. The qualities of soybean flour should be 
of much interest to the homemaker, who in the future 
will undoubtedly use it in large amounts. Soy flour is 
about 15 times as rich in lime as white flour, 10 times 
as rich in minerals, 8 times as rich in phosphorous, 3 to 
4 times as rich in protein, 10 times as rich in oil, and 
only l j 6 as rich in carbohydrates. 
The dessert at the soybean banquet probably took 
the prize. It was ice cream made from soybean milk. 
This was served with cake made with soybean flour 
and a soybean blend coffee. The ice cream utilizes 
soybean milk, eggs, and fruit for flavoring. It cannot 
be differentiated from regular ice cream by taste. 
The soybean is one of the most complete foods 
known to man at the present time. Animals can and 
have been raised from the weaning age to maturity on 
nothing but soybeans and water . . In the Orient the 
Chinese have utilized the soybean as one of the major 
foods in their diet for thousands of years. It was one 
of the five sacred grains planted by Hou. Tsi, a god of 
agriculture. In 2838 -B.C. Sheng Nung, the emperor 
of China wrote -a description of this . plant, which was 
sown yearly with the greatest of ceremony by the em-
peror, for the soybean was considered essential to the 
existence of the Chinese civilization. 
Yet it was not until 1804 that the soybean was first 
introduced into this country, at which time a few 
seeds were planted in Pennsylvania. Even then little 
was done to promote its production on any appreciable 
scale for use as a food· or otherwise. People merely 
grew it in their gardens as a curio from the Far East. 
It has been only in recent years that interest has been 
taken in soybeans as a productive crop for the farmer. 
The chemical engineer might consider soybeans in 
the light of the many material products produced 
therefrom, such as linoleum, plastics, paints, oilcloth, 
ink, soap, rubber substitutes and paper. For the home-
maker, though, it is the use as a food that is most 
important, and to understand the nature of soybean 
foods, it is necessary to know the composition of the 
soybean. 
From an average lot of soybeans the relative per-
centages of constituent materials are: oil, 18-20 per-
cent; protein, 35-40 percent; carbohydrates, 10-12 per-
cent; lecithin 1-3 percent; and starch, 0 to a mere trace. 
It will not take the student in dietetics long to see 
the value of the high-protein soybean foods, for protein 
is one of the essentials to human growth, and especially 
to muscle building. This protein contains all of the 
amino acids necessary to growth and is every bit as 
easily and completely digested as the protein in meat. 
In comparison, soybeans contain one-and-a-half times 
as much protein as cheese, twice as much as meat or 
fish, three times as much as eggs, and 11 times as much 
as milk. · 
A Past (J;tl)t Goes to Town 
FUN DOESN'T STOP IN COLLEGE, SAYS 
HOME ECONOMIST PEGGY SCHENK 
A T AN early age I was fascinated by a typewriter, 
and I have been writing ever since. But this is 
the first time in my life, on the first big job, when a 
letter- starting "Dear Mrs. Jones" and ending "Sin-
cerely yours" -is my only means of telling a story, com-
pletely and clearly. 
You see, there is a gracious and friendly woman, a 
voice, who talks to hundreds of homemakers twice 
every week. She tells them how to roll pastry, why 
flour must be sifted, and when to take the cake out 
of the oven. She demonstrates recipes for her listen-
ers and helps them plan delicious, attractive, whole-
some, inexpensive family meals the "Pet Milky Way." 
Mary Lee Taylor would be a busy, busy person if 
she tried to test all the Pet Milk recipes, compile all 
the cookbooks, take all the foods photographs, pre-
pare all the radio scripts-and answer all her mail. 
Consequently-just among us in the profession- the 
major part of my job is to help Mary Lee Taylor reply 
to the "pull" of her broadcasts. 
These are not dull "yrs of the 6th inst reed" letters, 
but interesting over-the-back-fence letters. I must re-
member that every letter which comes to Mary Lee 
Taylor has a person behind it, perhaps someone who 
had just finished the ironing and could take only a 
minute to write in pencil on a slip of paper a question 
that she was sure Marv Lee could answer. 
This cross-section of'American homemakers wants to 
know how to prevent meringues from weeping, why 
cakes have holes, what to do with left-over meat or a 
fresh cocoanut and how to use evaporated milk mixed 
with vinegar in place of the sour cream or sour milk in 
a recipe. More frequently than not, they want to know 
how to improve the flavor, creaminess or texture, or to 
cut the cost of a dish by making it with our product. 
Naturally, home economics courses at Iowa State 
College have helped me answer these queries. But, in 
addition to that, I spent several months of apprentice-
ship in the experimental kitchens where thousands of 
recipes have been tested and developed until they have 
met the final approval of the tasting testing staff. 
In white uniform I cooked all kinds of food, with 
and without evaporated milk, and critically examined 
the finished products. I watched the painstaking pho-
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pared dishes. I 
sat in on the 
Pet Milky Way 
broadcasts while 
Mary Lee Taylor 
told a nation-
wide audience 
about the recipes 
for the food that 
was actually be-
ing prepared dur-
ing the program. 
Now I'm in an 
office with a dicta-
phone rather than 
an eggbeater. But, 
when a home-
maker asks how 
to make her fav-
orite cookies with 
evaporated milk 
rather than three 
eggs, back I go to 
the experimental 
kitchens to solve the problem. There can be no guess-
work when a consumer has taken the trouble to ask 
the question. 
But homemakers with cooking problems are not 
the only authors of the letters which we receive. Pro-
fessors, teachers and students request reference ma-
terial about the processing of our product and its use in 
infant feeding and cooking. Grateful mothers send 
pictures of their sturdy Pet Milk babies and proudly 
quote weight gains. (These letters remind me of those 
days in home management house when I sterilized the 
bottles for Dickie's formula.) 
There are, however, other fascinating angles to a 
new job. St. Louis to me was once merely the origin of 
a popular song, but it's a city rich in history and tra-
dition now that I've hunted out the old court house 
steps where slaves were once sold, Spech 's, where the 
same menus have been used for ninety-one years, and 
the place on the levee where the Lewis and Clark Ex-
pedition landed. Then there's the experience of liv-
ing in a boarding house, which is another chapter in 
itself . 
. Swinging in the aisle of a street car on the way home 
from work at night, I'm proud to be a member of that 
fast-growing clan- home economics women in business. 
St. Louis is the stamping ground of many prominent 
home economists and, in addition, is a stopping-off 
place for others who are traveling between New York 
and San Francisco-and they are all grand people, and 
generously friendly to a neophyte in "the field." 
It's not so cold out here in the cool world, and there's 
a new challenge, a new adventure every day. Fun 
doesn't stop when college ends. 
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Nubby sports cottons, 
crease-resistant and 
printed, look differ-
ent for sp01·ts and 
beach wem·. 
A NXIOUS to attend every last minute campus 
activity and yet happily looking forward to the 
beginning of vacation, Shopper Sally peers around 
carefully for double-purpose styles, smart new things 
that will slip gracefully from spring into summer. 
As she looks over the last word in styles she becomes 
more and more excited. 
May is ideal weather for long hikes in slacks that are 
more popular this year than ever before, unpressed 
pleats and braided belts definitely styling them as a 
part of the 1939 collection. Imported flannel shorts 
made very straight and mannish are ideal for picniq 
and sunrise breakfasts. The shorts are worn with the 
new and different semi-fitted jacket-shirts and play 
suits with colorful cotton gabardine skirts, wide cir-
cular skirts that will not prick the conscience when 
blown up with shorts underneath. 
The sports golf, swimming and bicycling that make 
Sally bubble with pleasant anticipation come into the 
spot-light with ultra-smart costumes so fetching that 
the sport-way becomes the style-way. For golf there's 
a six or eight gored skirt with a well fitted cardigan top. 
Not to be outdone by the deluge of petticoats, this 
year's bathing suits an; delightfully demure with 
pleated and striped ruffles shyly peeking out from 
under the skirt hem. Box pleated play suits with frills 
and swishy skirts are attracting exclamations as the 
smart college woman pedals down a shady country lane. 
Monotonous morning exercising will be well re-
warded as the fashionable lady appears for evening in 
full skirted silhouettes of black, white, steel-gray and 
prints. Head coverings not only are stylish but keep 
milady's coiffure in place when she breezes along with 
the convertible top down. Shoulders are covered, es-
pecially in the riotous, popular gypsy gowns. 
If you wish " to be the first by whom the new are 
tried," don one of the new bustle dresses that are 
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being shown for the more daring; for the jitterbug and 
shag fanatic, full flowing divided evening skirts 
(culottes to you) are making their debut late this year 
on the dance floor. 
For the last few weeks of classes skirts, sweaters and 
blouses are the thing. Your skirt may be gored, swing 
or semi-classic with one or two kick pleats in front 
and gores at the back. Sweaters are of downy rabbit 
hair and wool, fluffy as clouds in the pastel colors of 
an evening sky; blouses are primly tucked and button-
ed, frothy and frilled, checked and striped. Beneath 
the sheer blouse is a peek-a-boo camisole slip, ribboned 
and laced for frivolity. 
Jackets will carry over for vacation and traveling. 
Tiny ones of Elsie Dinsmore modesty, short-fitted col-
larless ones or high-buttoned, notch-collared ones with 
short or long sleeves, longer mannish ones and checked 
or striped ones with solid color skirts. Gray with 
fuchsia or navy with chartreuse will attract many an 
eye. 
Date dresses for spring days intensify spring fever 
with the spring-into-summer chiffons, dresses of two 
and three colors, soft, simple prints, designs of white 
against gray or beige backgrounds, pleated skirts and, 
as the weather turns more to the summer side, rayon 
nets, plain and 'fancy thin sheers of navy blue, black, 
violet, chartreuse and corn-flower blue, tiny self-color 
prints of navy or white with novelty stripes and dots, 
print frocks with light pastel backgrounds or solid 
color rayon crepe dresses with matching pastel wool 
cardigans. 
Fashionable college women combine a sheer top of 
either matching print or stripe with a crepe skirt. 
Particularly catching Sally's eye is a black rayon crepe 
dress with detachable white pique yolk and cuffs fast-
ened on with white buttons, set off by a large belt of 
red crushed patent leather. Flaring skirts of embroi-
dered net or marquisette with sheer shirtwaist tops 
of contrasting or matching colors; navy and black 
sheer gowns with sashes of luscious wine, green or 
dusty rose and copenhagen blue frocks can be seen in 
the fashionable dress salons. · 
Stripes take the lead in the cotton picture and plaids 
are favored as new and fresh as "new-mown hay." The 
variety in stripes is astonishing. There are candy, awn-
ing and multicolor stripes as gay as Joseph's coat, 
Jumbo stripes spotted with fresh white polka dots, 
florals, chevrons, baya deres- these and many more will 
be starred as important types. 
Checks and ·blocks are important, especially as they 
include florals in geometries. Dots do things and go 
places- vertical, horizontal and diagonal in colors that 
will be seen and heard. Topicals are popular, with the 
New York World's Fair in all its glory. Nauticals still 
sail into the volume yardage class. 
Summer suits give fashion a new fabric called doe-
skin which is made of crimped spun acetate rayon. 
Herringbone linen, cotton and rayon suiting, shark-
skin, soft dull twill weave rayon and a crisp light-
weight fabric of china silk and spun rayon are also 
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popular in suits with short, collarless, hip-length jackets 
and "super-swingy" skirts. 
Colors for late spring seem to have come straight 
from the nursery, such as little boy blue, birthday cake 
pink, rose-in-bloom, limedrop green and chickadee 
yellow. 
Summer chapeaux are for the most part bonnet style, 
more fitted, larger crowned and straight off the face 
brims in childish silhouettes with streamers. Also there 
are turbans of fishnet, felts and large tailored straws, 
dead white synthetic straws, toques covered entirely 
with tiny clover blossoms, a half-dozen different inter-
pretations of trim little sailors with navy or black 
veils and narrow little boat-shaped straws with twigs 
of flowers. Yet in spite of the gaiety, the trend in hats 
is tailored rather than fanciful. 
Hose add color to costumes this vear 
with hues ranging from peppermint to 
clipper tan. Lace toes and heels are 
rapidly becoming popular for wear with 
the toeless and heeless shoes of the mod-
ern young miss. Hose of mesh, large or 
small, are in style again, this time boast-
ing of being "run-proof." 
Shown in all the hues popular this 
spring, gloves may be tailored or frilled. 
Slenderizing lines are produced by di-
agonals and stripes. Gloves may be wrist 
length or be like the longer new glove 
which reaches halfway-to-the-elbow. 
For an extra coat to wear with a sport 
outfit, Sally acclaims the new "Bitsy 
coat," a descendant of the jigger coat. 
Made of loose tweed, the coat is of the 
fingertip length, usually made in striking 
colors. 
Dress shoes will continue to be mainly 
toeless and heeless. Many shoes will be 
the open instep sandal. The most popu-
lar colors will be blue, black and cran-
berry. Dutch or wooden shoes may still 
be heard clacking as college women 
hurry to the last classes. Later they will 
be seen on the beach and around swim-
ming pools. Saddle shoes and calf skin 
mocassins will be worn on into the sum-
mer with sport togs. 
Belts will set off many otherwise ordi-
nary costumes as leather, celluloid, cello-
phane, wooden and metal belts appear 
in tricky and clever makes. Necklaces of 
all types, colors, shapes and styles will be 
worn with sport outfits on the golf links 
and on the street. 
Clips will change a sport dress into an 
afternoon frock so that not even a best 
friend will recognize it. Purses will be 
large and colorful and so inexpensive 
that you can afford to have one to match 
every costume. 
The Iowa Homemaker 
If you're planning a trip to the ·world's Fair, as 
many are, you will probably be depending on your 
accessories to keep your vacationing costumes fresh and 
smart. A basic black dress with innumerable changes 
of neckwear, belts, jackets or jewelry is one solution to 
the problem. A seemingly boundless wardrobe can be 
flaunted at the "World of Tomorrow" if you choose 
three daytime costumes with three sets of interchange-
able accessories. Remember when you buy your shoes 
of the fair to consider comfort as well as beauty. 
Thus early summer gets underway with carefully 
defined waistlines, naive collars, short skirts still full 
and gored, innocent necklines, bonnets and petti-
coats. Such prospects give hopes for a colorful, com-
fortable summer in style. 
Let Live 
MARJORIE THOMAS' CORRESPONDENCE IS 
VITAL, VERSA TILE AND COLORFUL 
" J UST look at those letters I have to answer," wails 
the weeping coed, but wait a moment before mak-
ing any rash declarations about hating to write letters. 
Whose eagle eye watches the mail box each morning? 
It's fun to receive letters. Well's it's fun to write letters. 
too. 
Maybe you've been making the wrong approach. If 
you pull out pen and paper and attack them with 
clenched teeth and a grim this-has-to-be-done-and-let's-
get-it-over-with attitude, you'll not get much enjoy-
ment out of your attempt, and it's doubtful whether 
the recipient will either. 
Be natural, conversational! Write as you would talk, 
unless, of course, you leave all of your sentences half 
finished and hanging uncertainly in mid-air, or confine 
your remarks to exclamation points. There is an 
extreme, but we are concerned with normal individuals 
here. Your letter need not be constructed on the 
laborious plan of an English 102 ten-paragraph ex-
position, nor should it be thrown together carelessly. 
It should be written easily and informally. Watch 
grammar and spell ing! They show up frightfully in 
a letter. 
As far as what you put in your letter is concerned, 
that's up to you, but it is well to be somewhat selective. 
Things often look strange on paper the day after-or 
have you noticed? Count 'Ts" if you want to, but 
after all, the other person must be interested in what's 
happening to you, or you wouldn't be corresponding. 
\ !\Then it comes to the new papers and inks, you can't 
help yourself-you're bound to enjoy writing letters! 
Newest are the dusty pink and powder blue papers 
with jewel shades of ink to contrast or harmonize. 
Textures are especially interesting. And have you 
seen those new papers with your name and address 
done in script-colored ink on light papers and white 
on deep tints? 
With this variety of color, beware of choosing any-
thing too riotous and conspicuous-but do select some-
thing distinctive and unmistakably your own. Of 
course white and creamy papers with black or blue ink 
are always the correct thing for formal correspondence. 
Another idea (borrowed from the art classes) is that 
of cutting your own monogram or design from a lin-
oleum block and printing it on plain stationery. Use 
printer's ink; it can be obtained in several colors at 
any print shop. Another treatment is stenciling or 
painting dainty borders down one side. 
Art principles have a way of always creeping into 
any discussion. Remember all you learned about bal-
ance and proportion. It's important here, too. Don't 
expect large scrawly handwriting to look at home on 
8 
small , dainty note paper. A short note on a large sheet 
is just as out of place. Don't crowd your writing, but 
leave comfortable margins and spaces between lines. 
Legibility is a goal for which to strive. 
By this time you surely may feel converted, but just 
to show you how much fun some girls really get out of 
letters, let us introduce you to Marjorie Scott, who cor-
responds with people in five foreign countries. Imag-
ine the thrill of receiving envelopes stamped with those 
strange, romantic-looking markings! 
It all started a little over 2 years ago when a fri end 
went to Sweden and came back with the address of 
a girl she had met there who wanted to correspond 
with someone in America. Marjorie was only slightly 
interested, but it 'proved so much fun that she decided 
she must be missing something by not writing to more 
people. So she pulled out her atlas, closed her eyes and 
pointed. The postmaster in each town where fate 
placed her finger received a letter which h e gave to 
someone interested. 
Soon Marjorie would receive one of these strange 
envelopes. She says Pierre, from the Netherlands, 
writes the most interesting letters, though a boy from 
Paris, with the unpronounceable name, runs a close 
second. They write 'about European affairs and are 
especially interested in American reactions to them. 
School and sports make up much of the remainder of 
their letters. 
Then there is Patricia Holbrook, who corresponds 
with g irls in Mexico, New Foundland, Cuba, Paris 
and Rome. They really have something in common, 
however, for she met them at school and letters are 
their only method of keeping in touch with one an-
other. Patricia suggests that snapshots are a simple 
way of adding a lot of interest to a letter. 
Wait a moment-here comes the mail man! Hurry 
and borrow a stamp. Correspondence is fun! 
May, I939 
Showers Forecast 
HELEN GREENE GIVES SUGGESTIONS 
FOR BRIDES-TO-BE 
W E HAVE all had our share of "April Showers" but now May and June bring showers of 
another variety-wedding and engagement showers. 
Showers can take any form you wish and are 
friendly gestures towards the bride-to-be. Such a party 
can be given any hour of the day-luncheon followed 
by bridge, dinner parties or afternoon tea. 
At one clever kitchen shower table decorations were 
blue and silver. Tin was cut and shaped to form 
small pots and pans which served as nutcups and 
favors for the guests. A cooky jar containing cookies 
gave the clues as to the hiding places of the gifts. On 
the cookies, words were written such as radio, closet, 
or shelf. 
Brightly colored bowls, pans and tea towels make 
the hundred and one tasks of the kitchen enjoyable. 
Variety in house furnishing holds more for the 'kitchen 
than any other room in the house. 
A white elephant party is nothing new, but a pink 
elephant tea-party shower is an attractive idea 
and is one way of assuring your guests of a merry 
time. The refreshments and decorations should 
be in keeping with the pink elephant plan. Place 
the gifts in a basket on the mantle behind a large 
pink elephant. 
Each guest -is given a pink cardboard trunk to 
pin on the elephant. Early in the game the bride-
to-be is blindfolded and as she attempts to pin the 
trunk on the elephant, someone pulls a string 
attached to the basket. The bride is literally 
"showered" }Vith gifts as the basket overturns and 
discloses its hidden contents. 
After removing the blindfold the bride-to-be 
unwraps the gifts. Those adding unity to the 
party plans are gifts with the elephant motif such 
as a tiny jade elephant to wear around one's neck 
or a ~retty guest towel with an elephant appli-
qued m pmk. 
For a bathroom-accessories shower you might 
remove all of your towels from the bathroom in 
your own home and arrange the g-ifts in their 
proper places. For instance, hang the pastel-col-
ored towels over the racks, fragrant soaps and 
bath salts in holders around the lavatory and 
perhaps a multi-colored b~th mat on the floor. 
An exp!anatio~ to the br!?e-to-be will be given 
by a s1gn which reads All these things are 
Your~." This novel arrangement will delight her 
and Illustrate a possible design for this room in 
her own home. 
With so many showers for ti1e bride-to-be, why 
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not originate one which will include the future groom? 
The suggestion of a buffet supper followed by dancing, 
bridge or games should fill the bill. Gifts might come 
in the form of the latest good books. Send invitations 
which consist of a small piece of paper folded to give 
the effect of leaves of a book. Two "pages" -a little 
boy and girl appropriately costumed-stand at the door 
and receive the books as the guests arrive. These gifts 
are placed on book shelves hanging on the living room 
wall. The various titles and personal inscriptions 
written inside are read aloud by the "pages." 
For your linen shower a tiny square of linen display-
ing the words which announce the time and place 
provides a clever invitation. Instruct the guests to 
send in their linen gifts the day before the party as 
you are planning a surprise. 
As a surprise arrange the gifts in the form of a little 
linen shop. Attractively constructed, it can represent 
the shops one finds in fashionable store these days. Of 
course there will be handkerchiefs, and a colored 
laundry bag makes a gay container. Place the towels 
on a little towel rack and drape the table linen effec-
tively over a small table and lay the cocktail napkins 
on a suitable tray. 
The theme and decorations for another shower are 
the result of the title "Bungalow Shower." A luncheon 
party provides the greatest opportunity for attractive 
table decorations. Make a small bungalow for the 
center of the table from a square band box with 
windows and a roof of cardboard which has been 
marked with a crayon to resemble tiles or shingles. 
Bits of green foliage around the walls of the house 
make an original and delightful landscape. 
Fai.~y stories a.lways end. "they lived happily ever 
after, yet there IS no mentiOn of a happy hfe before. 
Those ~eeks p~evious to the wedding can be gay ones 
when fnends g1ve showers and the bride-to-be receives 
gifts for the new home. 
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WHAT ' s NEW IN 
Foods and Nutrition 
THE use of X-ray is the newes t improvement in food 
inspection. A tray of good-looking seeds or nut 
meats show many particles of foreign matter when 
X-rayed. The foreign bodies are sharply silhouetted 
in black and can be easily located. 
+ 
Squeezing lemons and oranges will not be a worry 
for the homemaker this summer when she wants to 
make a cold drink. Concentrated frozen fruit juices 
have the same flavor as the fresh fruit and will cut 
down the use of ice cubes. Simply drop a cube of the 
frozen juice into water, and when it is melted, you 
have an iced drink of fresh fruit juices. 
+ 
Econoi:ny comes to the kitchen in the form of "chip-
steaks,'.' ' sometimes called the "10-cent tenderloin." 
Cuts of beef which are usually cast aside because of the 
gr_ist.le, 'bone and fat content are used. The inedible 
portions are removed, the meat is molded into a com-
!J.~ct .. ?"~l :shape, frozen quickly and sliced thin. 
+ 
Sunshine's Vitamin D is now being produced by 
mercury arc lamps through a cold ultra-violet ray. The 
lamps are said to aid a calcium and phosphorous de-
ficiency and have a 1-year guarantee. 
Compact cup bom·ds wi th cm·eful placement of key equipmen t 
make for kitchen convenience. 
IO 
Ultra-violet radiation has been found to make pos-
sible longer storage of food when it is combined with 
other preservatives. Experiments have kept meat and 
food longer without spoiling or changing the color. 
Make vour own " black-and-whites" at home. A new 
twin fre~zer is equipped with separate white enamel 
compartments to make two kinds of ice cream at the 
same time. Each of the containers holds 2 quarts. 
+ 
Cream of Wheat, a cereal with a 44-year history, has 
been streamlined to cook in 5 minutes instead of the 
15 minutes to 1 hour previously required. The new 
product contains additional nutritional elements, iron, 
calcium, phosphorous and vitamin B. 
Applied Art 
FRINGE of the Victorian Age is staging a comeback 
on lamp shades. Unlike the old days when the fringe 
was from 6 to 12 inches deep, the new treatments place 
the fringe in tiers all over the body of the lampshade. 
One popular shade uses four rows of tightly rolled 
fringe ranging in color from light ecru at the top to 
deep beige at the bottom. · 
+ 
For small scale house planning a new inexpensive 
kit contains all of the materials which are essential to 
build a house on model sca-le. It contains several types 
of roofing, different types -of windows and doors, side-
walk, green paper for grass and all of the other mate-
rials which make it possible to construct a "dream" 
house. 
+ 
Aluminum foil in the shape of a cluster of leaves 
forms an interesting new lamp fixture. The ·lamps 
are hidden inside the cluster to give the effect of in-
direct lighting. 
Murals are now being carved out of linoleum. New 
uses provide that it be looked at rather than walked 
on. It is pliable, resilient, and is finding new uses in 
paneling, screens and for the surfaces of modern 
furniture. 
+ 
Spring atmosphere will be more enhancing this year 
because of a lipstick which has turned "fruity." It is 
appearing on the market in five delicious flavors : 
orange, peach cordial, lemon, pineapple and banana. 
The peach cordial sounds inviting enough, but can 
you imagine a man who would want to kiss a lemon? 
Institution Management 
CADETS at Randolph Field, Texas, are conscious ot 
their diets because they know that physical perfec-
tion is necessary. Ice cream appears on the menu for 
dinner or supper every day, sometimes for both meals. 
The cadets are allowed to choose between 9 or 10 fruits 
and vegetables on a day's menu. 
Ma _,I 
f OM E ECONOM ICS 
The men stress quantity as well 'as quality. In a 
month, early this year, an average of 290 cadets con-
sumed 225 quarts of milk and 6 quarts of cream daily. 
plus 100 quarts of buttermilk a month. Twenty-four 
gallons of ice cream, 30 pounds of butter and 45 dozen 
eggs are eaten each day. 
+ 
A new process for breaking the shells of California 
walnuts eliminates breaking the nut meats. In the new 
system the shells are punctured and a gas is forced 
into the space between the meat and the shell. When 
the gas is ignited, the shells break easily and little 
damage is done to the meat itself. 
+ 
Speaking of increased specialization - a concrete 
mixer was used to beat the batter for 205,000 pancakes 
baked at a ·windom, Minn., festival recently. 
. Household Equipment 
A FIBER container with a tin top and bottom is 
being used as a package for frozen food. The fiber 
is coated with wax on the inside, and a varnish is ap-
plied to the outside to keep out air and moisture. The 
containers are oblong in shape and have rounded 
edges. The oval opening in the tin top is closed with 
a compression lid. 
+ 
An electric iron with a built-in base, which is r e-
leased from the back of the iron, is a new labor saver 
in ironing. The stand is released by touching a small 
button on the front of the handle. It is not nccessarv 
to raise the iron from the board when releasing the 
stand before starting to iron. By pressing down on 
the handle until the base touches the ironing board, 
the stand will slide back into the iron with a slight 
click. 
+ 
Glass plays an indispensable part in a house shown 
at the San Francisco ·world's Fair. There are glass 
tables in the dinette and on the su ndeck, a glass bed 
in the bedroom and blocks of glass bricks in both the 
living and the dining rooms. 
+ 
A new refrigerator is cooled directly through the 
walls by concealed refrigerating coils. This arrange-
ment keeps the food moist and fresh and does away 
with the necessity of keeping the food covered. Solid 
glass partitions divide the cabinet into compartmems. 
+ 
Processing in full-bodied laquers has made a new 
type of oilcloth, fade proof and water proof. It is 
being sold in edging, yardage, shelving, chair pads, 
pot holder sets, table cloths in 4 sizes and 2 patterns 
and many color combinations. 
Carry your light with you. Clamp it onto a bed, 
table or a chair and study without disturbing another 
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person in the room. The new night-beam lamps are 
built for this purpose and the light is focused so well 
that it allows one person to sleep while another reads 
'in bed. It is equipped with an adjustable swivel and 
a two-piece reflector. 
Textiles and Clothing 
A RECENTLY developed upholstery, "Cavalin," 
made on a cotton fabric base and given a rubber 
coating, claims new superiority. The upholstery ma-
terial is waterproof and can be washed with soap and 
water. "Cavalin" promises to be popular as an up-
holstery particularly for porch chairs which are ex-
posed to all sorts of weather. 
+ 
A new synthetic with outstanding dyeing character-
istics resembles wool very closely. Rich, deep-toned 
colors are possible in the new fabric, which is excep-
tionally soft, pliable and strong. 
+ 
Development of ammonium sulfamate will hasten 
flame-proofing of fine textiles because it eliminates the 
effect of previous methods on color, texture and "feel." 
+ 
A new wool synthetic fiber made from soy beans has 
been developed to such an extent that samples of the 
fibers are being made for mills. 
Concealed indirect lighting and daylight diffused through glass 
b1·ick brighten the da·rk kitchen. 
TT 
Building a cf_tttfe J-/.O'uJe 1n Print 
.JANE STALLINGS KNOWS THE INSIDE STORY 
OF MISS ALICE WAUGH'S NEW BOOK 
"I PESTERED carpenters and plumbers all over 
Ames getting advice for Planning the Little House 
and I really learned much from them." Such was the 
reply of Miss Alice Waugh, instructor in applied art, 
when asked with whom she had talked for advice in 
writing her book. 
This large body of information is available to every-
one. The only original work an author can claim is in 
the interpretation and arrangement of it. 
In those words Miss Waugh, poised at her desk in 
her classroom, modestly disclaimed credit for her re-
cently-published text-book which has made the house-
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planning course in the Home Economics Division 
much simpler for both instructors and students. Form-
erly, Miss Waugh explained, the teachers had to lec-
ture and repeat many times by the old mouth-to-note-
book manner. 
Miss Mabel Russell, applied art instructor, and Miss 
Waugh report that they have already discovered, after 
only a few weeks' of use, that the students work faster 
and more independently with a text book on their 
desks. The students who work faster need not wait 
for slower members of the class to catch up before be-
ginning new problems. 
The book is divided 
into two parts: Prob-
lems in drawing plans 
and elevations and 
methods of executing 
those designs. Photo-
graphs-some of them 
taken from Ames 
homes - are sprinkled 
liberally throughout 
the text. There is a 
snapshot of the living 
room from the home of 
Henry Gilman, profes-
sor of chemistry, sev-
eral plates from the 
home of Dr. W. B. 
Armstrong, Ames phy-
sician, and a view of 
the exterior of the 
home of Charles S. 
Gwynne, professor of 
geology. The pages are 
also peppered with 
straight-line illustra-
tions done by Miss 
Waugh. She remarked 
that they were the 
same simple diagrams she used to draw on the black-
board for her classes. 
Miss \Vaugh's theme in teaching is structural hon-
esty and logical design that really fit the house. To il-
lustrate her point she sketched a plan of the English 
cottage that took the nation's fancy a few years ago. 
Practically oox-like in shape, she drew in its familiar 
broken roof-line, added several gables and a tower 
and asked, "D9 you see what I mean? That roof-line 
makes the small house even smaller-looking, insincere 
and much costlier. The only reason people build that 
type of house is that they are afraid a simple structure 
will look stiff." 
Miss Russell who has also worked in developing the 
course had experience in writing "Art Training 
Through Home Problems," which was of help to Miss 
Waugh as she planned her work. When asked if she 
had used any ideas from her own home in writing her 
book, she said, "vVell, I didn't build my house. It's an 
old one that I have been fix ing up but I learned a great 
deal remodeling it." 
Danforth j}fa'j Time 
DANFORTH SCHOLAR LOIS MADSEN BRINGS 
CAMP MINIWANCA TO LIFE 
"THREE minutes to get to the beach for setting-up 
exercises. Everybody up. Hurry!" 
Three hundred and sixty half-awake women push 
themselves into their damp bathing suits and dash 
across the sand for the beach. The tents, which two 
minutes ago were alive with spontaneous activity, are 
deserted. Everyone has answered the call for the be-
ginning activity of the day. 
Two Iowa State College women will be in the group 
taking their morning dip in the water of Lake Michi-
gan this summer. They will have the privilege of rep-
resenting the home economics students as winners of 
the Danforth scholarships, which are given each year 
to the most outstanding home economics junior and 
freshman. 
For the junior representative the Danforth scholar-
ship includes two weeks of seeing the inside of business 
organizations in St. Louis, Mo., as well as the two weeks 
at the American Youth Foundation Camp, Camp Min-
iwanca, Shelby, Michigan. 
Dorothy Clark represented the home economics 
juniors from Iowa State at St. Louis and at Camp 
Miniwanca last summer. She lived with 33 other 
women who were named the most outstanding in their 
divisions from colleges all over the country. 
The perfect host during the two weeks in St. Louis 
is William H. Danforth, white haired, vigorously 
healthy, donor of the scholarships. He takes the junior 
representatives to factories,_ entertainments, programs 
and educational meetings. The women get ~n oppor-_ 
tunity to take a good look at the line of work which 
they plan to follow when they finish college. 
To Dorothy Clark the most outstanding feature of 
the whole month was the spirit of the workers in Mr. 
Danforth's factory. Each likes his duties and enjoys 
being with his fellow workers. There are regular meet-
ings when the employees and the employers get to-
gether and have a hilarious time. The spirit is shown 
in the words of an office woman who works with Mr. 
Danforth: "I wouldn' t trade my job here for one in 
which I received a much higher wage." 
The emphasis of the program at Camp Miniwanca 
is placed on the four phases of well rounded life which 
the camp emphasizes-the physical, mental, social and 
religious aspects. The work is planned to give equal 
stimulus in each of these phases. 
The noticeable thing that every girl takes home with 
her from Camp Miniwanca is a coat of tan, either in 
the form of a delicious brown or one that has the 
characteristics of a red, touchy burn that one can 
neither sit, stand nor sleep with comfortably. 
Within the mind of every camper there are changes 
which she cannot possibly have evaded. With instruc-
tors and companions like Dr. Arnold Lowe, this year's 
Religious Emphasis Week speaker, 0. W. "\Varming-
ham, instructor in the University of Boston, Mr. Dan-
forth a11:d P. G. Orwig, director of the camp, every girl 
captures a philosophy of her own. 
It is a rare opportunity and a grand experience for 
the two women who will win the Iowa State College 
scholarships this year. 
Th e Iowa Homemak er 
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THIS is a record of spiritual travels made by a man 
who stayed at home: Six Rooms Make a World, 
(McGraw-Hill, $2.50) . Against the change and tur-
moil of the world, the author, Gove Hambidge, builds 
the six rooms of the American home. In the foreword, 
Hambidge says, " These books are written to be read 
by folks like me who have to make up their minds 
about what is going on in the world and manage their 
relationships with other people." The book is to be 
read as an account of an average individual trying to 
make up his mind about the nature of the world and 
its implications in his home. 
The six rooms thus described, with homely and 
sincere philosophy as a basis for the description, are 
the attic, the kitchen and dining room, the bedroom, 
the children's room and the living room. In this house 
live four people, and in their own way they find a cer-
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tain peace and happiness. The book is wisely and 
beautifully written. 
A GENTLY reared girl, thrust into the exciting life 
of a great hospital-overwork, frantic hurry, dis-
ease, pain, death-these are pictures in Ruth Partridge's 
Adventures with a Lamp, (Dutton, $2.50) . The book 
is frank, powerful and startling-a challenging human 
document. Human life in all of its pathos, its drama 
and its intolerable suspense is portrayed in this un-
usual story. 
For numberless people who want to read about 
doctors, hospitals, operations and people and for nurses 
who have passed through similar experiences, Adven-
tures with a Lamp will be prime reading. 
+ 
THE product of a versatile family is Camp Catering 
Jl.or How to Rustle Grub for Hikers, Campers, Moun-
taineers, Packers, Canoers, Hunters and Fishermen, 
(Stephen Daye Press, $1.25). Joel Hildebrand is a 
scientist by profession and a hiker and camper by 
choice. Louise Hildebrand is a humorist turned cook. 
She gives recipes guaranteed to satisfy the heartiest 
hiker in town. Milton Hildebrand is the originator 
of the amusing cartoons sprinkled throughout the 
pages. The three Hildebrands have combined their 
talents to produce something entirely different in the 
way of cook books. It's worth trying! 
+ I F YOU are allergic to food, You Can't Eat That! by Helen Morgan (Harcourt Brace, $2.50), will be 
a valuable · handbook to have on your reference shelf. 
·with the foreword written by Dr. Walter C. Alvarez, 
of the Mayo Clinic, the book is a manual for those 
who are affected acutely or mildly from food allergy. 
It explains what allergies are, what causes them, how 
science is investigating them, how they are diagnosed 
and how they are treated. 
H elen Morgan gives four lists at the close of the 
book which are invaluable. "What's in It?" analyzes 
the contents of leading packaged and trademarked 
foods. "Jokers in Cooked Foods" is a warning against 
unsuspecting ingredients in many popular dishes. 
"Some Suggested Substitutes" tries to make up for 
what the doctor has prohibited. "Sources and Prod-
ucts" indicates places where forbidden foods may lurk. 
+ THE gay story of a woman whose husband was dead and whose two sons were at sea with a 65-foot 
schooner, Director, is I Ran Away to Sea at Fifty, (Har-
court and Brace, $2.50) . Loneliness and worry becom-
ing unbearable, Mrs. Fahnestock, the author, rushed to 
Panama to be with her sons. She came home by way 
of Australia, Java, Bali, Ceylon and India. Somehow 
she became known as "Schooner Mary" and found 
herself having a magnificent time. The story deals 
with the whole adventure (told by her sons last year 
in Stars to the Windward) through the eyes of a 
parent. 
edited by June Adams 
tn the News 
H OME ECONOMICS graduates of Iowa State Col-lege are in demand. This is shown by the fact 
that only four of the twenty-six members of the Decem-
ber class who want positions are still unemployed while 
only two of the eighteen receiving B.S. degrees in 
March who want work are unemployed. In several 
cases positions are pending but are not yet ready to 
be announced. · 
New positions are as follows: March graduates in 
institution management now working are Marjorie 
Campbell, '39, who accepted a position with Albert's 
Tea Room in Chicago; Carol Syndergaard, '39, who 
will be with the extension service of Minnesota this 
summer and Alice Waltenspiel, '39, now at Miss Hull-
ings Restaurant, St. Louis, Mo. B ernice Northrup, '39, 
Arlington High School; Luella Peterson, 39, Junior 
High School, Sioux City; Eleanor Walk er, '39, Shenan-
doah High School. Clare Gordon, '39, home advisor in 
Marshall-Putnam County, Ill. , began work March 1. 
Shirley B ennet, '38, is with the Farm Security Adminis-
tration at Spencer. 
Kathryn Soth, '34, formerly with the editorial de-
partment of the Farmer's Wife, St. Paul, Minn., begins 
work April 17, in the Home Economics Department of 
General Mills, Minneapolis, Minn. Edith L eHew, 
M.S. '30, is in the personnel department of Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Two '38 graduates in household equipment have 
gone into public utility work. Margaret Burnstedt, 
'38, is a member of the Home Service Department of 
Commonwealth Edison in Chicago; Audrey Tollerf-
son, '38, is with the Consumers' Power Co., Lansing, 
Mich. Gertrude Berg, M.S. '39, is with the Milwaukee 
Gas and Light Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 
The following list of appointments of student dieti-
tians is incomplete. Appointments for the year of train-
ing beginning in September will be announced later: 
Eunice Anderson, Harper's, Detroit; Charlotte 
Balkema, Michael Reese, Chicago; Florence B erger, 
St. Mary's, Detroit; Martha Brewbaker and Alba 
Burtch, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 
Wilma Chamberlin, Christ Hospital, Cincinnati; 
Evona Cook, Scripps Metabolic Clinic, La Jolla; Dm·-
othy Crockard, University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
City; Murell Dilworth, St. Mary's, Rochester; Lucille 
Gifford, Johns Hopkins, Baltimore. 
Velma Gygi, Presbyterian, New York; Aline Haakin-
son, Colorado General, Denver; Kay Louise johnson, 
Cleveland University Hospital; Cleveland; Dorothy 
Kellogg, Montefiore, New York; Alice LeTourneau, 
Henry Ford, Detroit; Rachel Reed, Florida State Col-
lege Administration Course, Tallahasee; ] ean Riggs, 
Michael Reese, Chicago; Eleanor Smatlan, Seattle Co-
operative, Seattle; Betty jane White, Medical College 
of Virginia, Richmond. 
Sybill Christensen, St. Mary's Rochester; Helen 
Ve1·meer, Scripps Metabolic Clinic, La Jolla; Elinor 
Pearson, Walter Reed, Washington, D.C.; j ean Lande-
feld, Starling-Loving, Columbus; Elizabeth Dickerson, 
Medical College of Virginia, Richmond. 
-Grace Strohmeier 
The low a Homemaker 
Congratulations 
To the 1939 Graduates 
of Iowa State College 
and 
BEST WISHES 
for the future 
We have appreciated your 
patronage during the past 
four years. 
Buy your reference books from our 
supply before you leave Ames. 
COLLEGE 
BOOK. STORE 
on the campus 
ANNOUNCING 
The opening of AMES' newest 







It's a pocketbook-pampering truth 
that new blouses keep your suit excit-
ing longer. And if you stop in at Rog-
ers you can find the newest ones-
crisp, fresh and white-it's fun just 
to look at them. 
HAVE YOU EXOTIC YEARNINGS? 
-well it's fashionable this spring and you can 
more than satisfy your urge with any of the 
new jewelry pieces we have these days. 
Odd shapes, sizes and colors. You'll go mad 
with delight if you like this sort of thing. 
And what it does toward making your cos-
tumes distinctive is a story all it's own. Don't 
be afraid of the price tags either-they're 
negligible-true to our sense of wanting you 
to be well dressed even if you're not the Bank 
of England. 
ROGERS COLLEGIENNE 




TAKE HOME A SOUVENIR 
OF IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
We have a complete line of Pennants, 
Pillows, Felt Stuffed Animals, also 
Brass and Bronze Novelties selling at 





South of campus 
Gay cil114.J41£1tCemenf Colors 
IDA HALPIN SOLVES THE MYSTERY OF 
SQUASHY HOODS AND l' LOWING GOWNS 
I T'S graduation day! A long line of men and women march in flowing black gowns with colored hoods 
of scarlet and yellow, purple, copper, green, silver 
gray and salmon. 
The cap and gown business has a fairly unromantic 
beginning. In 1880 Gardner Leonard graduated from 
Williams College and went into partnership with his 
father and Joshua Cotrell who ran a hat-making 
(beaver hats, the gentlemen of the time wore) and 
fur-trading establishment. At that time there was talk 
of seniors wearing caps and gowns, so graduate Gard-
ner thought it would be a profitable venture for his 
father to develop a line of them. 
Leonard and Cotrell made caps and gowns and 
more caps and gowns without manner or method until 
in 1895 the situation was little short of chaotic. Gard-
ner Leonard got together with Seth Low of Columbia 
and some other interested scholars and between them 
they settled on an Intercollegiate Code of Academic 
Costume. 
According to the Intercollegiate Code people who 
wear colored hoods have honorary or high academic 
degrees. The color of the hood's trimming tells what 
the wearer's degree is. The color of the lining tells 
from what university it came. The squashy black vel-
vet tam-o-shanter shows its wearer to be an Oxford 
graduate. 
The body of the hood may be either mercerized or 
silk poplin, silk and wool or wool serge. A fine silk 
velvet is used on the edge. The bachelor's hood is 
small with a narrow velvet edging. The master's hood 
is small with a narrow velvet edging. The master's 
hood is large with a wider velvet edging. The doc-
tor's hood exposes the full lining; the velvet edging 
is wide and there are wide panels on either side. Each 
hood is lined in colors of the school conferring degree. 
These hoods are given to the recipients of honorary 
degrees by the colleges, but the graduate has to secure 
his gown himself. 
Arts and Letters ....... ... . . .. ... . . . ..... . . White 
Theology and Divinity .. . ... ..... . . .. ...... Scarlet 
Laws ............. ... .. ...... .... ... .. .... Purple 
Philosophy .... ............. . . . ........ . . .. . Blue 
Science . .. ..... . .. .................. . Gold yellow 
Fine Arts ................ . ..... .... .. . . . . . Brown 
Medicine . .. . .. . ....... ... ........... . .. .. Green 
Music ...... .. . ....... . ... . ........ .. .. ... .. Pink 
Pharmacy . . ....... ... .. ... . . . .. ...... . ..... Olive 
Dentistry ... ...... . . . . .. .. .. . . . ......... .... Lilac 
Forestry . .. ... . . ....... . .. ... . ..... .. . .... Russet 
Engineering .. .... .. ... . ....... : . ..... .... Orange 
Veterinary Science ...... ........ .. ... . ...... . Grey 
Pedagogy . . . . . ..... . ... .. ............. Light blue 
Library Science .. . .... .. .... ......... . . ... Lemon 
Commerce and Accountancy ............. . . .. . Drab 
Physical Education .. .. . ........... .. . . Sage Green 
Humanics . . . . ....... . . . . .. . . . .. . . ... .. . . Crimson 
Oratory . ... .... .......... . . .. .. . ..... Silver Grey 
Public ..... . . . . . , .. .. . .. .. ... .. .... .. .. .. Salmon 
An ='clivifiu Ace 
EXTRA-CURRICULARS ARE A "MUST" IN 
COLLEGE LIFE, SAYS DOROTHY ANNE ROOST 
W HETHER you are a "four-point" student, a 
"queen" or an "all-out-for-activities" woman, 
you will seek diversion during your college career in 
the activity field, and you'll find it's fun! 
Ranging from the would-be journalist, bending 
over typewriter in the office of the Daily Student, to 
an energetic amateur tennis flash, batting balls back 
and forth on a wet court in early spring, women in 
activities agree that they are an integral part of a well-
rounded college life. 
The glamour and romance associated with the 
theatre are found in the Iowa State Players, dramatic 
organization, combined with arduous physical and 
mental labor. Amid the glare of footlights and the 
smell of grease-paints, members of the Iowa State 
Players strive industriously to learn the fundamentals 
of directing, producing and acting in theatre work. 
Physical recreation is provided for the more athletic 
college women in the Women's Athletic Association. 
Whether- you are a champ at tennis, bowling or 
archery, you will find colleagues in the Women's 
Athletic Association. 
Outstanding in the field of athletic diversions is 
Dance Club. Modern interpretive dancing is studied 
by this peppy group. Even the spectators in the active 
sports line can cheerfully say, "It's fun and it's good 
for you." 
"Let's go to press" is heard five times a week this 
year since the Iowa State Student became a daily 
paper. This means that there are more reporters surg-
ing forth in search of news and more women discover-
ing the thrill of really putting out a daily paper. 
The determined people one sees buzzing in and out 
of the Bomb office on the ground floor of Memorial 
Union are none other than enegetic members of the 
Bomb editorial and business staffs. Green Gander, 
Sketch and other campus publications are excellent 
practice grounds for journalists; and those so-talented 
know that they are profitable and fun activities. 
Relaxation and entertainment are part and parcel 
of Home Economics Club. The annual home econom-
ics dance opens the fall formal season. All during the 
year students may participate in the general and di-
visional convocations. Whether you are the audience 
or the participants, you'll enjoy Home Economics Club 
and the convocations. 
One of the peppiest groups on the campus and one 
that believes in being heard as well as being seen is 
the glee club. Included in its activities is the Christ-
mas candle-lighting service. The selections it sings 
and swings are varied, and bystanders as well as mem-
bers are enthusiastic about glee club work. 
· At the Y.W.C.A.; interest groups meet and discuss 
current affairs, contemporary plays, poetry or literary 
works, religion and personality. Once again the in-
formal benefits of the discussion group are present. For 
the more energetic members there are craft groups, girl 
reserves, or committee work. Some of the committees . 
include bazaar, pu~licity, poster work. 













Meet Your Friends 
at the 
MEMORIAL UNION 
OUR COLLEGE CLUB 
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Take your music 
with you 












Just the thing for 
campus wear 
PATSY STYLE SHOP, Inc. 
117 WELCH 
Photoftnishing-
DEVELOPED AND ONE 
PRINT EACH 20c 
Campus Drug Store 
"ON THE CORNER" 
Lincolnway & Welch Ave. 
Time 
JEANNE STILLIANS GOES BACKSTAGE ON 
THE HOMEMAKING CONGRESS 
O N FRIDAY of Veishea Iowa State College plays hostess to over 1,000 high school women. These 
women are representative of high schools all over Iowa, 
and they come many miles to participate in a stimu-
lating and inspirational meeting - the Homemaking 
Congress. This year celebrates the tenth anniversary 
of the congress. 
Ten years ago the Home Economics Education De-
partment made possible the first congress. It was 
similar to the Agricultural Congress which had become 
an important, growing event on the campus. T he first 
congress was a competitive affair involving achieve-
ment events in the homemaking field and the discus-
sion of immediate problems of the high school woman 
and her home economics teacher. Alice Dahlen Rose-
brook was the first faculty advisor and with the aid of 
Miss Cora Miller and Miss Regina Friant, of the Edu-
cation Department, the congress was or:ganized and 
begun. Only two women and their one home econom-
ics instructor from the vocational schools in Iowa were 
represented at the first meeting. Problems -similar to 
those arising in the homemaking class room were sent 
out to these schools represented ·before the congress 
met. · 
The Homemaking Congress was an event entirely 
separate from Veishea. It seems that this time was ap-
propriate and convenient for such a project to be 
carried on, and it also gave the students and their in-
structors an opportunity to see Iowa State College on 
display. Such a congress involved a great deal of time 
and energy. It was repeated the following year, how-
ever, for its founders realized that besides the inspira-
tion and instruction received by those attending, it 
was an opportunity for the students enrolled in home 
economics education to work directly with girls and 
their problems. 
The rest of the congress program was carried out by 
the professional home economics honorary, Phi U psi-
Ion Omicron. It was considered as one of their profes-
sional accomplishments in the year's program. The 
registration, dinner and campus tours were handled 
entirely by the organization. 
Like the Agricultural Congress of boys, the Home-
making Congress for women has become one of Ve-
ishea's main events. T he chairman, who at first was 
appointed by the faculty advisor and her assistants, 
was given a place on the Veishea Central Committee 
which she has today. It is now considered a major 
position on our campus and the woman is chosen from 
the Home Economics Education Department by the 
faculty advisor and the previous chairman of Home-
making Congress. She acts as assistant chairman the 
year prior to her appointment. 
This year, in place of the discussion groups of previ-
ous years, the program committee is emphasizing a 
tour through the home economics open house and a 
panel discussion on the various phases of home eco-
nomics. A senior representative from each department 
of the Home Economics Division will discuss what her 
department offers the homemaker. 
Journalistic 
c£finlfe~ 
FROM the scrapbook of one of our associate editors comes this tidbit of culinary history ... "Forks 
were introduced in Italy in the seventeenth century. 
For many years guests at banquets carried with them 
(or sent ahead to the house of their host) their own 
forks." 
Wouldn't it be fun to wander into the grill carrying 
your own equipment? (Although the other day we 
did see a clever bracelet on one original miss ... it 
was simply a spoon bent to fit her wrist ... a novel 
addition would be her initials carved on the bowl of 
the spoon.) 
Did you ever stop to think how important home 
economics is to a sparkling conversation? Some of our 
snappiest comebacks and pertest adjectives are food 
phrases, handed down through the ages, such as 
"bring home the bacon," a "ham actor," "salt of the 
earth," "peppy as pepper," "a bone to pick with you," 
"you can't have your cake and eat it too," "packed like 
sardines," "sweets to the sweet," "fish story," "rasp-
berries," "that's a honey!" and as a last resort-"nuts 
to you!' 
For the gay, frivolous umbrella and the sturdy 
practical one that is our protection today against the 
unpredictable spring weather, we owe a vote of thanks 
to .Jonas Honvay, an eccentric Englishman who in the 
eighteenth century carried for the first time .what is 
today the symbol of English ubiquity. 
The expression, "take the cake," meaning to win 
recognition, has been traced to the region called Sut-
ton Wales, where in the days gone by it was the custom 
at wakes for the men to test their prowess in wrestling. 
After the tournament the winner claimed a large cake, 
mounted on a stick. This he held high and strutted 
about with the prettiest damsel he could find! How 
amusing it would be if such a prize were awarded in 
modern boxing or wrestling rings; yet wouldn't it 
make better spirit among the contestants? 
There is a trick to every trade, and California olive 
growers are no exception. Ripe olives are sorted by 
one grower into five sizes. The largest is known as 
Super-Supreme-Collosal. Next in descending order 
come Super-Collosal, Colossal and Jumbo and the 
small ones are named Giant. 
A wise little homemaker discovered that a charming 
but impractical oriental rug was seriously soiled, and 
there wasn't an available dollar in the budget to have 
it cleaned. After a worried debate, she recklessly 
dropped it in the laundry bag, and continued worrying 
for several days. 
She needn't have, however, for the rug came back 
clean and fluffy and a j~y to behold. On the itemized 
bill was an entry reading, "I bath mat- 20c." 
- Dorothy Anne Roost 
The Towa Homemaker 
CAMPUS CAFE 




















2910 WEST ST. 
TALLMAN'S 
Our long experience in the Jewelry 
business and our being a 
makes this a safe place to buy. 
Store Est. 1890 
Downtown Ames 
I9 
(jraduation Gifts • • • 
Fitted Handbags -
Contain lipstick, compact, mir-
ror, coin purse, and comb 
Washable pastel colors-$1.98 
Costume Jewelry -
A large selection-$1.00 
Humming Bird Hoisery -
79c, $1.00, $1.15 
STEPHENSON'S 
P. S. Write to us this summer for samples 
of materials. 





WRAPPED FOR MAILING FREE 
REXALL DRUG STORE 
West Ames 
For those spring quarter 
SPREADS and PICNICS 
get some of our 
freshly baked goods 
PURITY BAKERY 




Brighten Up For Spring! 
AMES PANTORIUM 
Quality Cleaning and Pressing 
410 Douglas Ave. Phone 231 
IJ;~f!tark'! 
of a Home Economist 
FUN after graduation! Where will you find it? In your hobbies? In your career? In your friends? 
In yourself? 
We present a home economist in business who is 
living the answers to our questions: Mrs. Clara Geb-
hard Snyder, M.S. '30. 
Nutrition director of the ·wheat Flour Institute, she 
describes herself as a "traveling cook." She finds her 
fun easily because fun goes with her. Her vocation 
consists of using flour in as many different food prod-
ucts as possible and then "bragging about it on paper 
and in pictures." She didn't mention "and over the 
radio" but she does organize and direct many activities 
of the Institute's educational division, writes lectures 
as well as publicity and broadcasts. 
\Vhile on the campus for Farm and Home Week 
she said that the home economics women in business 
enjoy attending such a conference for here they come 
in close contact with their readers, find new ideas, 
acquire inspirations for more new products, meet old 
friends and make new friends. 
She is of the opinion that home economists, like her-
self, enjoy Farm and Home Week fully as much as do 
any others who come. Mrs. Snyder frequently travels 
distances to deliver lectures at such meetings. \Vhile 
here this spring she gave a bread demonstration. 
Mrs. Snyder finds fun easily. She enjoys working 
with cooperative associates for the good of the cause, 
laughing over perplexing problems after her small 
capable hands have smoothed them out. 
Fun after graduation ... yes, there's lots to be had. 
Mrs. Snyder finds her fun easily. H er hobbies are fish-
ing, cartooning and designing. She has a personality 
that gathers friends, a personality that is friendly yet 
discerning. Fun goes with her for she is peppy, but 
not peppery. -Helen Crane 
RESEARCH 
(Continued from page 3) 
by amylase than to use acids which are actually 
hard on the fabric. Enzymes also have a practical ap-
plication in breadmaking and the clarification of fruit 
juices. 
Perhaps on one of your walks through the North 
"Voods you have noticed on the golf course a roof 
without a building under it. Don' t be alarmed. It is 
another legitimate experiment carried on by the agri-
cultural engineers, the object being to study the use of 
sheet metal as roofing. 
Do you remember having a metabolism test taken 
since you entered college? If you do you are a "guinea 
pig" in a study of six colleges on the metabolism of 
college women. 
Students of research have let their imaginations run 
rampant. There is one experiment being done on the 
electrification of chimneys in order to collect the soot. 
H ere's to bigger and better sootless cities! 
And now won't you please concede a point? There 
is unlimited fun in research. And here's the funniest 
research problem I've picked up. The title of an ab-
stract in our library bears the evidence. It is-"Effect of 
humidity and temperature on the metabolism of a 
fasting bed bug." 
It's Time to Change 
TO 
Spring Foods! 
(JACK SPRAT OF COURSE) 
Today it's summer, yesterday 
it was winter, maybe tomor-
row we'll get a day of spring 
-no weather is UNUSUAL in 
Iowa. But right now when 
"spring-fever" is slowing us all 
down-now's when we must 
watch what we eat. Now's the 
time to change to lighter foods! 
Jack Sprat Kitchens have pre-
pared a wonderful var-
iety of warm-weather 
foods-they're the "heat 
and eat" easy-to-fix kind 
too. You'll find garden-
fresh vegetables, the fin-
est California Fruits in 
rich, heavy syrup, Sea 
Foods that can't be beat 
for taste and freshness, pickles 
and relishes that will tempt the 
laziest appetites, Sparkling 
Beverages of every imaginable 
flavor; all these and more you 
will find packed under the Jack 
Sprat Label. Be sure to change 
now to spring foods for your 
health's sake and to be sure 




"OVER 300 VARIETIES" 
YOUNKERS 
~~Katie Kampus'' 
Plans to Spend 
Her Summer in 
COLLEGE SHOP 
Cool Fashions 
Q UR ' typical, mythical co-ed, whose 
fashion pictures and activities you 
have followed all through the school 
year in the Homemaker, will soon say 
a fond farewell to text books and long 
hours in the lab for a glorious summer 
vacation. Just as she has been guided 
through a successful fashion year in 
College Shop clothes, she looks to us 
for a successful summer in fashion-
right apparel ... because she knows, 
and we know, the smart college set 
comes first to the College Shop for 
what is new and correct. 
Katie Kampus swings into sum-
mer in an aqua Spun-Lin frock , a 
spun rayon fabric that closely re-
sembles linen but with crush-re-
sistant features. Sunback dress 
with extra little bolero, crisp white 
piping for trim, and white acces-
sories to give an extra cool lettuce-
leaf look. The dress, $19.95. 
(THIRD FLOOR; WEST) 
COLLEGE SHOP 
